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Virtues

Embodying the Virtues to Transform Ourselves and the World in 2012 and Beyond
God-Harmony

Mastering the Flow of God-Harmony in the Four Lower Bodies

Initiations of the Flame of Purity And the Ascension Flame
Om Mani Padme Hum    AUM

1. We go within and now begin to meditate again. We see the flame and now proclaim the sacred I AM name. I AM the light, a torch of light, O pearly fire so bright. I AM the light, ascension light; from Luxor I take flight.

2. O white-ray Lord, Astrea’s sword of purity we wield. In psalm and poem we sound the Om within your fiery home. I AM the light, a torch of light, O pearly fire so bright. I AM the light, ascension light; from Luxor I take flight.

3. Retreat so vast we see at last; now hold us close and fast. On sacred ground your love resounds, we chant in holy round. I AM the light, a torch of light, O pearly fire so bright. I AM the light, ascension light; from Luxor I take flight.

4. Serapis dear, O draw us near; your seraphim are here. From Luxor’s height we rise in light, ascension flame so bright. I AM the light, a torch of light, O pearly fire so bright. I AM the light, ascension light; from Luxor I take flight.
I AM Harmony    to Beloved God Harmony

I AM living in a field of harmonic solar light.  
I AM perfuming the cosmos with my essence of radiant harmony.  
I AM calm responsiveness to all challenges that may arise.  
Harmony is my path to inner peace.  
I am a fount of eternal love in the harmony of the God’s oneness.  
I radiate the harmony of the mother light through my four lower bodies.  
My thoughts, feelings, words and deeds are anchored in harmony.  
Harmony is my anchor on the ship of life’s travels.  
I sing the chords of God Harmony’s sacred triads.  
My consciousness radiates the virtues of harmonic beingness.  
I live in the eternal glow of God’s harmonic presence.

Om Mani Padme Hum    AUM
Serapis Bey initiates us in the flame of purity that is called God-harmony. He is the hierarch of the Ascension Temple at Luxor.

“To pass the initiations on the six o’clock line, the first hierarchy in the *emotional* quadrant, we must master the flow of harmony. We must be able to hold the reins of harmony in our four lower bodies.

This is not an easy testing, inasmuch as it is a testing of the water element, of energy-in-*motion*. It requires that we keep harmony while in motion—in action—when for some it is difficult to keep harmony while standing still. The initiations of the hierarchy of Cancer always involve a decision. “
Serapis Bey is the Chohan of the fourth ray, the ray of the ascension flame, the white light of the Mother in the base-of-the-spine chakra. The white light is the sacred fire of creation. From the white light comes the foundations of the building of the pyramid of Self.

Serapis has legions of seraphim in his command. He assists his disciples in the self-disciplines that are necessary for the ascension: the discipline of the four lower bodies in order that the Christ may appear and use them as vehicles for service and attainment in the world of form.

Serapis tells us: ‘You ascend daily.’ Our thoughts, our feelings, our daily deeds are all weighed in the balance. We do not ascend all at once, but by increments as we pass our tests and win our individual victories. The energy allotted to us must be brought into balance with the purity and the harmony of the Great God Self.
System I: God-qualities and the Cosmic Clock: “the 12 within the 12”

Source: Predict Your Future
By Elizabeth Clare Prophet,
Summit University Press, 2004
**System II: God-qualities and the Chakras**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>God-qualities</th>
<th>Chakras</th>
<th>Petals</th>
<th>Ray/color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Wisdom</em></td>
<td>Crown Chakra</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>Third-eye Chakra</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Power</em></td>
<td>Throat Chakra</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Love</em></td>
<td>Heart Chakra</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>the three-fold flame</em></td>
<td>Secondary heart chamber</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>peach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace</td>
<td>Solar plexus chakra</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>purple and gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom</td>
<td>Seat of the Soul Chakra</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purity</td>
<td>Base of the spine chakra</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>white</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The Human Aura, How to Activate and Energize your Aura and Chakras, Kuthumi and Dwal Khul, Summit University Press, 1971
The first side of the clock is the Alpha thrust. The thrust is the descent of fire as it comes from the heart of the Father-Mother God. During the Alpha thrust we are descending into Matter. When the Alpha thrust reaches the bottom of the clock, the six o’clock line, it changes direction, and becomes the Omega return.

During the Alpha thrust our energy should be intensifying because we are going to get to the point of the base chakra—the point of the Divine Mother, the point of the ascension flame—and with that tremendous thrust, if we don’t misqualify energy, we will go back Home and be home free in that cycle. On the six o’clock line, you may make your decision to return home to the center of the “OM.” When you make that decision to return you are on the Omega return.

On the six o’clock line, our energies are flowing through the base chakra, the chakra of the Divine Mother light, the ascension flame, under the sponsorship of Serapis Bey. We manifest the virtues associated with God-Harmony, maintaining inner and outer harmony in the four lower bodies.
Each test that we pass gives us the right to carry a greater concentration of the sacred fire in our heart chakra and in all our chakras. Thus, initiation is cumulative. What we earn on one line has to be carried on to the next line, and it becomes the foundation of mastery in that line.

We must greet each test and initiation with the joy of the flame.
Definition of Harmony: (source: Webster’s New World Dictionary)

1. A combination of parts into a pleasing or orderly whole.

2. Agreement in feeling, action, ideas, interests.

3. Peaceable or friendly relations.

4. A state of agreement or orderly arrangement according to color, size, shape, etc.

5. Music: the simultaneous sounding of two or more tones satisfying to the ear; the structure in terms of the arrangement and modulation of chords.
Etymology (source http://www.20kweb.com/etymology_dictionary_H/origin_of_the_word_harmony.htm)

Greek. ἁρμονία, a joint, joining, proportion, harmony; ἄρειν, to fit, join together.

Other formulations of the word:
harmonic, harmonics, harmonically; harmonious, harmoniously, harmoniousness; harmonize, harmonizer, harmonization; harmonist, harmonium, harmonica

Philosophy:
Harmony of the spheres – a theory of Pythagorus stating that the spheres in which heavenly bodies move emit musical sounds depending upon the radii and upon the speed of the bodies. (Pythagorus was a great philosopher, mathematician, and musician, an embodiment of Beloved Kuthumi, the World Teacher)

Mathematics:
Harmonic analysis – a method of solving physical problems by measuring artifacts such as the motion of a vibrating string.

Prisoners of earth I come to free!

You must be plugged into the power station of your true self if you would overcome death and put on those pure white garments of immortality. You must know the resurrection and the resurging of the original impartations of fire that created you and have come full circle to make you permanent in the heaven-world of perfection's grace. You must simply know God as your being and the chalice of identity wherein all is refracted in and through you as the center of life and wherein you are also a part of that greater circle of radiant energy that is God.
The **base chakra** is meant to be a pyramid fount of fire, the four petals establishing a foundation in time and space where the acceleration of ascension's currents may rise through your four lower bodies freely, beloved.

And so the alignment of your being within the cosmic plan and the foundation of your inner blueprint is necessary before the acceleration may occur wherein all dross is thrown off into the Maxin Light and you are enfired fully as an ascended master!
Initiates of Luxor come to receive those final tests and the instructions from my angels on how the accumulations of the past may be let go and the full radiance of divine love may flow within at all times.

And so a cosmic ionization occurs where the soul is cleansed as the seat of life and there are no more aberrations of the psyche or the mind, but the golden light does begin to course through the light body with a greater pulsation and presence in the ascension candidate.
Many of you at times feel a step-up in the burning fires of your heart. You may also feel this action in other chakras as you rise higher in initiation. Despair not, but flex your spiritual muscles and allow the fire to expand your vessel gradually, dear ones. Carrying more light, you will know the eventual acceptance of the full voltage of those ascension currents that will propel you once and for all out of earth's gravitational pull and into freedom's orbit of divine knowingness!

I am victory. You are victory if you would accept and receive the firing of self in the cosmic kilns of Serapis.

Lux Fiat!
I AM the Cosmic Resonator within You
Be Cosmic Crystal Resonators
for the Ascended Masters

I AM the cosmic resonator within you. God Harmony you have called me. And in the sounding of these bowls and the intoning of the OM and the sacred word, you have called me into your presence.
Harmony is the estate of equilibrium whereby the balance of Alpha and Omega within you is maintained. Harmony as the distillation of the Mother Light, whereby the flow of cosmic light may glow within you, is necessary for the maintaining of the equalized spinning of your chakras, beloved hearts.

It is one thing to accelerate the light within you. It is another to maintain the balance of that spinning.

For you see, when there is imbalance in any chakra, if you accelerate the light within that chakra too intensely, you will have the same effect as when your washing machines are not balanced and so you have the rumbling and the tumbling, and there is not that equipoise that allows you to maintain balance, stability, right mindfulness, right thought, right action.
Therefore, we have admonished you often for balance in thought and word and deed. For when the three-fold flame within you burns brightly in balance then you may see greater development of all the God-qualities which you must outpicture in your world.

You can only attain to that highest level which is the lowest common denominator of the energies of the flames that burn within your heart, for the other flames recede back to the level of that lowest of the plumes.
Therefore, beloved ones, if you have too much love, or what you call love, without the necessary wisdom of how to apply that love in gracious works, then the love will recede to that level where you can maintain it in harmony.

Sons and daughters of God in the mystery schools understand these principles. And so at the direction of their masters these disciples work to bring into harmony within them the action of the seven rays and not only the three. Through the transformation of all areas of their life, all the chakras may be spinning at the apportioned frequency in balance. Thus, a son, a daughter of God is born.
You see, Beloved Jesus and other great teachers received from their gurus this teaching and they worked constantly on themselves at all levels to bring the harmonization of these forces and qualities within them to such a keen level that cosmic harmony ensued and thus they could be true healers and conduits for the flow of light unto vast quantities of peoples upon Earth.

This should be your goal, beloved ones: to be cosmic crystal resonators for the ascended masters. For we desire to use you as these electrodes of fire to pour forth into the Earth cosmic energies.

But we may only do so when the resulting transfer of fire will not short-circuit your own ability to maintain balance in your own lifestream.
Thus I come this day to employ within you greater harmony. Many of you who are musicians who have studied the diatonic and monotonic and other scales understand many of these principles, beloved hearts.

Therefore those of you who have this knowledge should share it with your brethren and work and experiment with these crystal bowls and with the various tones, even playing three at once to see what their effect will be, how you feel the light emanating through your chakras.
Blessed ones, we are grateful for this demonstration in your midst this day and for your greater understanding of how harmonics may bring you to the point of being truly aligned with your own Buddha nature in greater measure for your ongoing service to life.

I thank you for your willingness to be the one, yes, the one chord of cosmic Christ-harmony to a world.
Beloved God Harmony
David Christopher Lewis
May 31, 2012

Discern What Your Song of Life Is
Hear the Music of the Spheres within Your Soul

I am God Harmony, and in this hour I come to shine forth the light of the sun-fire radiance from your very Source, O soul, to bring forth through your heart, your mind and your entire being the flow and radiance of that Mother Light, which will reharmonize your life, your being in God.
When you live in harmony with your Self, then all is possible and Providence comes to engender within your life all that you require to sustain you, your families, your loved ones and your mission. How does that harmony manifest so that you can have all that is essential for your dharma to be fulfilled?

It is an equation, blessed ones, whereby you understand your true nature, you live in the light and you fulfill first your purpose for the great cause of the One. For then all these things shall be added unto thee,¹ and the supply that you require will be at hand, precipitated by unseen hands of light, veritable graces of the Spirit who ennoble you and your work because by your intention, by your pure heart fire, you draw forth from the Universal what is required in that sacred work.

Those of you who have mastered the light of God-harmony within have also benefited from that wealth of the Spirit that manifests as perfect health, vitality and beingness.

When in some way there has been a stoppage of the flow of that God-harmony within you, then you have experienced temporary dis-ease and what you have termed an unlucky situation; which, dearest ones, I must say, may seem to be unfortunate and yet is the direct result of your abrogating of cosmic law within your body temple.

If you utilize all of the resources of God each day that are at your fingertips, then the light of God is yours, and your perfect weal, through the wheel of life and the Buddhic essences of the Sourceful ones, is also yours.
Yes, dearest ones, you enjoy harmony. You enjoy your favorite songs, the rhythms therein, the arias and the strains of life that flow through the light and sound rays as they dawn within your world, caressing all life, and then flow back to the Source through the reverberations of Spirit and the harmonic wave patterns that give birth to other worlds and dimensions in higher octaves.

Yes, sound creates, even as light from the Source is the first manifestation of that creation. And when you use sound mindfully, harmony is born, and light in its effectual presentation manifests as a glorious array within the dimensionless planes of being.
Have you heard the music of the spheres within your own soul, O man or woman of God? Have you discerned and enumerated within your being the notes, the scales and the melodic impulses of true God-harmony within you?

Yes, even as the birds chirp and sing their own melodies of joy, you may discern just what your song of life is and then bring it to pass through mindful work, through harmonious effort, through joyful service to mankind.

There is now an equalization of the light essences within your being, which will for each one bring opportunity for greater graces, abundance and flow within your world. Stay tuned to the Source. Maintain that channel of light to the Godhead whereby you may hear and know within you that stream of beingness by your attention on Presence and through your discernment of spirits.
Yes, the Holy Spirit comes to each one who is in harmony with Self; and that Spirit divine flows through your world, bringing you understanding of the sacred scriptures of light in the context of your life today. You may study all manner of teachings; yet, dearest ones, how do you utilize this knowledge and wisdom in the present hour to grace this world with the reverence of your life energies and the co-creativity of your virtues in this moment of time, this sacred space of light?

[God Harmony sings variations on the syllable AH for about 26 seconds.]

Sometimes in very simple lilting melody, there is born a new world within you whereby greater God Presence, holiness and cosmic possibilities for your attunement and for your delivery from all that has assailed your union with God may occur. Stay true to the line of life, and live fully in that light, O souls of God. I thank you.
God-Harmony

Mastering the Flow of God-Harmony in the Four Lower Bodies

Initiations of the Flame of Purity and the Ascension Flame